Autumn Term 2019
STONES AND BONES
English

Mathematics

Narrative

Stone Age Boy

The Boy with the Bronze Axe

Snow Queen
Instructional writing

How to wash a woolly mammoth
Information Texts

Prehistoric times


Spelling, punctuation, and
grammar skills are taught
throughout the year and pupils are
given opportunities to use these
across the curriculum.





All activities are differentiated to each
child’s needs.

Number and Place Value

Addition and Subtraction methods

Length and Perimeter

Multiplication and Division methods

Mental skills

Times tables: Revision of x3, x4 and
x8 and related division facts

Times tables: Introduce x6 and
related division facts

Problem solving and reasoning
activities

Creative Curriculum
STONES AND BONES
Research changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age, eg. religion, travel and
technology
Producing creative pieces linked to significant monuments, burial chambers and forts
from this period
Develop an awareness of chronological order in the
prehistoric period (BC/BCE)



PE-Stone age dance, Yoga and Outdoor games.
Computing-E safety and Presentations
RE– Buddism and Angels/Christmas
Music-Developing an understanding of the musical elements,
pulse and rhythm.
Science- States of matter, digestion and teeth
Forest Schools-Sessions will run over the year and you will be informed by email when your
child will be taking part so that they can bring in the appropriate clothing.
Additional Information

Homework See separate timetable
Please practise ALL times tables as children are expected to know all facts up to 12x12 and related
division facts by the end of Year 4 and will be expected to take part in the Statutory Times Tables
Check. Please ensure homework is completed to an appropriate standard (as it would in class). Please
use a pencil for written work.
PE Days—Sessions will be on Mondays and Thursdays. PE sessions may sometimes run on other days
when we have visiting coaches so please ensure your child has a full PE kit in school every day. All
jewellery should be removed prior to PE days (or pupils should be able to take ear-rings etc. out by
themselves). Please ensure all clothing is clearly labelled with your child’s name.

Thinking and Learning skills in year 4

In year 4 we will be encouraging our children to be more independent and develop a positive approach
to challenges, recognising the amazing things we can achieve when we put our minds to it.
To become a Year 4 super learner we will focus on being Responsible - doing the right thing,
Resilient - Not giving up, Resourceful - using people or things around you to solve a problem and
Responsive - react quickly and be ready to learn.

